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Game Genres and their in-game Environments 

All video games have a genre; whether it’d be horror, action, adventure, shooter, 

role-playing and many more. These games all have similar yet different environments when it 

comes to playing the game. For example a horror game has a spooky and eerie atmosphere at all 

times, while a fighting game has a scene with two characters dueling it in a open area with 

interactables. A action-adventure game is similar to an action game except it has more obstacles 

and story too. We’ll take a look of these three genres and there differences in video games. 

Horror games have become very popular recently. With the eerie atmosphere and the 

muted cool colors in the game it’s no wonder why they’ve become so popular. Games that are in 

the horror genre tend to be less colorful and almost monotone color wise. These games have a 

“on the edge of your seat” and “on your toes” feeling to them. They tend to have everyone's’ 

anxiety and paranoia levels skyrocketing. These games are much more different than most 

games, with a few exceptions. Resident Evil is a perfect example of this genre. The games are 

super gruesome and bloody (that’s why they’re rated M). They have a “on the edge” feel to the 

mood and environment. These genres generally stick with big mansions, creepy forests, and 

closed areas. This gives the environment a more serious, spooky and dramatic vibe to it.  

On a more enthusiastic note action-adventure games generally are more open and have 

beautiful scenery to make the game more challenging. These games are generally less anxiety 



inducing, unless you’re about to fight a final boss in the game. This genre appeals to those 

players that enjoy discovering new places and like to explore. Legend of Zelda is great example 

of this genre. This game allows players to discover and face challenges to get further into the 

story/plot. God of war is another example of this genre. The game challenges player to defeat 

and solve puzzles all while exploring and finding more tasks to do. This genres environment is 

typically forest-y and has brighter natural colors (depending on what game it is). Most of the 

time the environment is going to be open, and this will allow players to get a chance to explore. 

Unlike action-adventure or horror games. Fighting games are generally only a few 

scenes, and these scenes are usually not very visible. Fighting games focus more on the whole 

fighting part than an environment. Some games do focus on the environment so that players can 

have something interactable. Mortal Kombat X is an example of the fighting genre. The game 

focus mainly on the fighting, unless you play the story mode. Even then the scene/environment 

has interactables that the players can throw at each other. Usually the scenes are more horizontal 

and less vertical. This allows players to move from one side of the map to the next. 

There are many different environment for each genre of video game. Some are more 

detailed than other, some are interactable, and some aren’t. Horror games have no interactables 

but have a lot of detail and an eerie vibe, while action-adventure games also have detail, but 

don’t have eerie vibes, and fighting games have neither detail nor eerie vibes. 


